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ABSTRACT 
Let J(m, A) be an m X m Jordan block with A on its diagonal, and a,(m, A) be 
its smallest singular value. As cr,(m, A) = gl(m, JAI), denoting 6 = IAl, we obtain the 
following inequalities: 
T < a,(m, A) 
m 
i 
?r 2 l/2 
< I-26cos- + s” - 2 
rr 
m+l 
- sin 
m+l m+l 1 
when 6 > --!? 
m+ 1’ 
gl(m, A) = ---& when S = m 
mf 1’ 
6 
- < or(m, A) < - 
m 
m 
when 0 < 6 < - 
m+ 1’ 
As a direct result of the inequalities, a lower bound on the perturbation of eigenvalues 
in the case of a more general matrix is given. 
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the National Science Foundation of China. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Considering an m X m Jordan block 
A 1 0 
A 1 
](m, A) = 
A -. 
1 
,O A 
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=I7 
we want to estimate the smallest singular value of J. This is trivial for A = 0. 
So we only need to discuss the case A # 0. Let a,(m, A) be the singular 
values of J with the order 
gl(m, A) < as(m, A) Q a** < a,(m, A). 
By definition, wi2(m, A), i = 1,2, . . . , m, are the eigenvalues of 
lJ* = 
1+)Aj2 A* 0 
A 1 + lAl2 A* 
A 1 + (Ai2 A* 
0 A I Al2 
where J* denotes the conjugate transpose of J. Moreover, JJ * is diagonally 
similar to 
1 + IAl2 IAl 0 
IAl 1 + IAl2 IAl 
H(lAl) = 
IAl 1 + IAl2 IAl 
0 IAl IAl2 
because H = DJJ *D-l, where 
D = diag(1, eWie, e-2ie,. . . , e-(m-l)iB) and A = (Ale”. 
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So we always have 
ui(m, A) = gi(m, IAl), i = 1,2,. . . , m. 
Setting 6 = 1 A], we only need to estimate the smallest eigenvalue of H(S). 
There is a lower bound given by [4]: 
s m 
gl(m, 6) > 
(1 + sy. 
Based on this bound, a perturbation result for the eigenvalues of a matrix, 
given by [4], is as follows: Consider an n X n matrix B and a perturbed 
matrix C = B - E. For any eigenvalue p of C, there exists an eigenvalue A 
of B such that 
IA - /_LI’Q 
(1 + IA - j4)11Lo-1 =G IIFEF-lII. 
Here FBF-1 = J is the Jordan form of B, and m. is the order of the largest 
Jordan block to which A belongs. Throughout the paper, II * II will denote the 
spectral norm. Because IA - ~1 is implicit, this result is inconvenient both 
theoretically and practically. 
In this paper a new lower bound of (+i( m, 6 > is given as follows: 
f 6 
>- 
m 
1 
ul(m, S)( = - 
m+l 
when S > Y- 
m+ 1’ 
when 6 = m 
m+ 1’ 
when S < m 
m+ 1’ 
As a direct consequence of this lower bound, an analogous perturbation result 
for the eigenvalues p of the matrix C = B - E is given as follows: If 
694 
then 
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(m, + l)l’mol(FEF-llll’mo, 
where F, A, m, are the same as above and m is the order of the largest block 
of J. Note that this is an explicit bound. 
2. BOUNDS FOR ~~,(rn, S) 
Let S > 0, and the n X n matrix G,,(S) be given by 
‘1+s2 s 0 
6 1+S2 S 
GAS) = 6 ,. *. 
l+S2 S 
\ 0 S 1 + S2 
It is well known that the smallest eigenvalue of G,( S> is 
and a corresponding unit eigenvector is 
%- 
1 - zscos - + s2 
n-I-1 
i 
nrr 2n7r n277 
7 
sin - , sin 
n-t1 
- , . . . , sin - 
n+l n+l 1 
[5, p, 861. The m X m matrix 
H(S) = 
1+s2 6 0 
S 1+s2 s 
6 
1+s2 6 
0 6 S2 
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has G,,_ r(S) as its leading principal submatrix. By the eigenvahre separation 
theorem [2, Theorem 8.5-l], we know 
a,( m, 6)” < 1 - 2s cos ” + 6”, 
m 
and only one eigenvalue of H( 8) is located in (0,l - 2 6 cos(n/m> + 6’). 
On the other hand, 
H(S) + e,e;f, = G,( 8); 
where e, is the last column of the m X m identity matrix. Further, 
7r 
ul(m, ~3)~ < yiH(f3)ym = 1 - 28~0s - + 6s 
m+l 
2 7T 
- - sin 2 
m+l m+ 1’ 
LEMMA 1 [ll. When QT > 8 > 0, a > 0, 
det[H(6)-(1 - 26~0s O+ S”)Z] 
= am-1 S sin (m + 1) 0 - sin m0 
sin 0 
det[ H( S) -(l - 26 cash LY + 6’)~] 
(1) 
= sm-1 Ssinh(m+ l)a-sinhmcu 
sinh cx (2) 
Proof. Both equalities are easy to verify by induction over m. n 
LEMMA 2. When 6 > m/(m + 11, then 
6 
- 
m 
<a,(m,6) < 
i 
n- 2 7r r/s 
l-2Scos- + a2 - 2 
m+l 
- sin 
m+l 1 m+l ’ 
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Proof. We have already shown the latter inequality. Now we show the 
former. From (l), if 8* satisfies 
7r 
0<8*<- 
m+l 
and 
6 sin (m + l)f?* - sin me* = 0, (3) 
then by (1) in Lemma 1, 1 - 26 cos 8* + a2 is an eigenvalue of H( 6). 
Because 
og1-26cos8*+s2<1-2~cos ” + 82, 
m 
we obtain 
a,( m, 6) = (1 - 26 cos f3* + S2)1’2 = S 
sin 8* 
sin me* * 
We show that 8* defined by (3) exists and is unique. Consider the function 
sin me 
fw = 
sin (m + 1)8’ 
It is easy to check that f(6) is monotonically increasing for 0 < 8 < T/ 
(m + 1). Moreover 
sin me 
a<s<t;m+r,f(e) = 5% sin (m + 1)/3 = 5’ 
So for any 6 > m/(m + l>, there is a unique solution 8* of (3) such that 
0 < 8* < 7r/(m + 1). 
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Similarly, the function (sin B)/(sin me>, 0 < 8 < m/Cm + 11, is mono- 
tonically increasing. So 
sin 8* sin 0 S 
a,(m, S) = S > lim S- =- 
sin mO* o-+0 sin me m’ 
n 
LEMMA 3. Zf S = m/m + 1, then uJrn, S) = l/m + 1. 
Proof. We have 
det[ H( S) - (1 - S)“l] = det T,( S) - det T,_l( S), 
where the k X k matrix Tk( S) is defined by 
2s s 
s 2s s 
T,t(S) = s *. 
0 
0 
28 s 
S 2s 
We know 
so 
detTk(S) = (k + l)Sk, 
det[ H( S) - (1 - S)“Z] = (m + l)Sm - mSm-‘, 
and 
det[ H( S) - (1 - s)“z] = 0 when S = m 
m+ 1’ 
As 
(1 - S)” < 1 - 2scos ; + s2, 
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we have 
2 
Ul(rn, q2 = (1 - q2 = 
i 1 
--& when 6=$. I 
The conclusion of Lemma 3 was first given in [II. The proof is new. 
LEMMA 4. When 0 < 6 < m/Cm + l), then cr,(m, S> < S/m. 
~‘roof. Similarly to the case of f(e), we can prove that the function 
Q(o) = [sinh mcr]/[sinh(m + l)a], 0 < CY < 00, is monotonically decreas- 
ing. So 
supQ(cr) = jyaQ(cz) = --% 
O<LX m+ 1’ 
On the other hand, 
Therefore for any 6, 0 < 6 < m/(m + l), there is exactly one (Y* > 0 such 
that 
sinh ma* 
6= 
sinh(m + l)(w* ’ (4 
and hence, by (2) in Lemma 1, 
det[H(G) - (1 - 26 cash (Y* + S2)Z] = 0. 
This tells us that 1 - 2 6 cash (Y * + 6’ is an eigenvahre of H(6). Further- 
more 
1 - 26cosh CY* + 6’ < 1 - 2Scos ” + 6’. 
m 
so 
crl(m, S)” = 1 - 26cosh (Y* + S2. 
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Using (4), we have 
699 
sinh CY* 
1 - 26cosh cx* + 6’ = 
sinh(m + l)a* 
and 
sinh Q* sinh cr* 6 
a,( m, 8) = 
sinh(m + l)cx* = 
s 
sinhma* 
< -. 
m 
The last inequality follows from the fact that the function (sinh a)/(sinh mcu) 
is decreasing too in (0, a) and 
sinh (Y 1 
lim =- 
oI+o sinh n~l~ m’ 
LEMMA 5. When 0 < 6 < m/(m + l), then 
Proof. Set t = m/cm + l>S > 1, so t6 = m/( m + 1). By the defini- 
tion of J = J(m, S), we have 
tJ(??z, S) = 
m 
m + 1 
0 
t 
m 
t 
m+l 
m 
m+l 
0 
t 
m 
mfl 
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Let V = diag(1, t, . . . , t mm ‘>; then 
m 
1 
m+1 
m 
m+1 
1 
m 
mS1 
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0 
1 
m 
m+1 
This means that j is an m X m Jordan block with 6 = m/(m + 1) on its 
diagonal. From 
we g$ Ilj-‘II = m + 1. As IIV-‘II = 1, IIVII = tm-‘, and II]-‘11 = 
IltV-‘J-‘VII G tllj-‘II Will IIVII, and have 
m+l m 
q(m, 8) = ll~-‘ll-’ 3 s = - 
i 1 
8” 
- 
m m+ I’ 
To summarize the above lemmas, we give 
THEOREM 1. Let 
(A 1 0 
h 1 
J(m,h) = *._ ‘a* 
A 1 
\o A 
n 
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be an m X m Jordan block, and 6 = I Al. Let the smallest singular value of 
J(m, A) be cr,(m, A). Then 
i 
7T 
< l-2scos- + 62 
m+l 
gl(m, A) = & 
a,( m, A) = 0 
2 7T 
1 
l/2 
2 
- - sin - 
m+l m+l 
when 6 > Z- 
m+ 1’ 
when 6 = --!? 
m+ 1’ 
m 
when 0 < 6< - 
m+ 1’ 
when 6=0. 
3. APPLICATION TO EIGENVALUE PERTURBATION 
THEOREM 2. Let C, B, and E be n X n matrices, and C = B - E. Let 
J = FBF-1 be the Jordan form of B, 
I= 
11(m1, Al) 
12tm2> A,) 
lkcrnk) Ak) 
where 
hi 1 0’ 
hi 1 
Ji(mi, hi) = *. -. 
hi 1 
0 ‘i , 
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are m, X m, Jordan blocks, and denote m = max ,{m,}. Zf 
IIFEF-‘II G --&, (5) 
then for any eigenvalue p of C there exists an eigenvalue h of B such that 
IA - pi G &(m + l)l’“IJFEF-lII”“. (6) 
Let m, be the order of the largest Jordan block to which A belongs; then we 
also have 
IA - ~1 < A(m, + l)l’mollFEF-llll’mo. 
0 
(7) 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that p is not an eigenvalue 
of B. 
Denote D = J - pZ. We know [4] 
IID-‘FEF-‘II 2 1, 
which implies 
llDp’ll IIFEF-‘II > 1. 
Due to 
IID-‘II = my I(Jj(mi, Ai - p)-‘/ 
=IIJiO(miO~ 40 - PI-‘II 
1 
= al(mio, 4, - F) ’ 
we have 
Suppose 
al(mio, hi0 - p) < IIFEF-‘II- (8) 
S=lh,,-pi>--&; 
10 
(9) 
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then we have by Theorem 1 
ul(miO, 40 - P) > F* 
10 
By @0, (51, 
6 < IIFEF-'II < --& 
miO 
and so 
6<m”o<- miO 
m+l mjo + 1. 
This is contradictory to (9>, so 
naio s = (AjO - /_Lu( 6 ~ 
mio + 1' 
Therefore 
< u1 ( mio, hi0 - p) < IIFEF-‘11, 
and 
VL-0 
(mio f l)~~FEF-lll. 
Let 
It is easy to see that f(s) is a monotonically increasing function. We have 
f(mio> 5f(m0) +f(m> 
and 
6” 6 S”o < 6-J. 
704 
Therefore 
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This implies 
and 
S”o -<f(m,)lIFEF-‘II, 
8”’ <f(m)llFEF-‘II. 
SC _IIk( m+l 
m + l)““((FEF-l((“” 
6 4 5(oo + l)l’mo~~FEF-l~~l’mo. 
m, + 1 
n 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
C = B - E, m = 2, ((E(( = 8. Th e el ‘g envalues of C are pl, kg. We have 
I& - 3l= J@T-GjT, i = 1,2. 
It follows that: 
1. As G > 1, the stronger inequality 
I p - Al < JIFEF-‘l)l’” 
is not true. 
2. If ((E(I = E > l/cm + I) = i, then 
26 
\ilix>>~=-= 
3 -r”_( m+l 
m + l)? 
So the condition (5) for the conclusion (6) is necessary. 
3. When E = l/(m + 1) = i, 
I/_Q - 31 = dm = ; = ~(UZ + l)1’mllEI11’2. 
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The equality holds in (61, so (6) is an optimal estimate under the condition 
(5). 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, for any eigenvalue p 
of C, there exists an eigenvalue h of B such that 
1 /_I, - Al < l.l962811FEF-‘(I”‘“. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, 
I p - Al < f(m)llFEF-‘111’“‘, 
where 
f(m) = s(m + l)l”n. 
It is easy to see that, among positive integers, f attains its maximum for 
m = 4. So 
lp - Al < f(4)lIFEF-111”” < l.l96281jFEF-‘I(““. H 
THEOREM 3. Let 11~~. . . . , p,, and Al,. . . , A, be the eigenvalues of C and 
B, respectively. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, there exists a permuta- 
tion [7~~, 7r2, , . . , q,l of [l, 2, . . . , ~1 such that 
Jpj - A,,1 < (2k - l)&(m + l)l’“~~FEF-l~~l’m, 
where k is the number of different eigenvalues of B. 
Proof. See [3, Theorem 41. w 
EXAMPLE 2. C = diag(j,(5, a), J2(5, a), J&4, P >) - E is a 14 x 14 
matrix. By Theorem 3, m = 5, k = 2, we have: If lIEI < i, then the 
eigenvalues of C can be numbered so that 
I/.A( - (~1 < 3 x g x 61’5 x llEll”5 < 3.5811El11’5, i = 1,2,. . . , 10, 
I pi - PI < 3.5811El11’5, i = 11,12,13,14. 
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Note that it is difficult to get such a simple and explicit estimate as above 
if the result in [4] is used. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let 
C= 
C-Y 1 
o 2 
o! 3 
CY 1 -E 
have four eigenvalues I*~, /A,, ps, E_L~. 
By Theorem 3, m = 4, k = 1, we have: For any 4 X 4 matrix E, if 
IlEll < 3, then 
IPiva < f x 51/4(]FEF-1]]1’4. 
But F = diag(1, 1,2,6), ]I FII = 6, ]I F-‘I( = 1, so 
IPi - (~1 < $ x 301/4])E]]1’4 < 1.872311E]]“4. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider an n X n upper Hessenberg matrix W(E) = 
(hi, j), where hi, j = 0 when i > j + 1 and h,_ I, n_2 = E > 0. We want to 
estimate the difference between the eigenvalues of the 2 X 2 matrix 
h n-l,n-1 h 
M= 
n~l,n 
hn,n-1 h*,ll 
and the eigenvalue of W(E). This problem is produced by using the QR 
algorithm with two single shifts [2, p. 2311. We know the eigenvalues of M 
are eigenvalues of W(O), and W(E) = W(0) + se,_ Iez_2, where ek is the 
kth column of the identity matrix. By Theorem 3, for eigenvalues A,, A, of 
M, we can find two eigenvalues p,, p2 of W(E) such that 
I pi - Ai] G l.l9628(2k - l)IIFe,_,e~~,F-‘II”“&“” 
1 
~lIFe,_,e~_,F-‘II < - 
m+1’ 
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Let F = [fi,f2,.. . ,fnl, F-’ = [gl, gz,. . . , g,lT; then 
llFe,_ lelf‘_p F-‘11 = IIf,-,ll Ilg,_211. 
so 
I Pi - hiI < l.l9628(2k - l)llfn~llll’ml~g~-~~~l’m~l’m~ i = 1,2. 
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